Duration

1.5 hours

Team/Age:

U9s

Organization Shelton
Theme:

Switching Play

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Objectives

Key Coaching Points
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Create 4 areas 15x20. Allocate 3
players within each area. Each
player will throw the ball to another
player, the receiver must control
the ball in the air and bring down
to the round then pass to the 3rd
player.
Progression - Encourage players to
supply the service as different as
possible, (making it harder for the
receiver.)
Encourage the receiver to use a
variety of different surfaces to
control and pass the ball. Feet,
thigh, chest, head etc

The ability to play the ball in the air
not only the ground.
An improved decision making of
how and where the next pass from
the air needs to go e.g. feet,
forward, return to passer
Understanding the weight of
control of first touch whilst in the
air or attempting to return to ball
to the ground.

6 players per team, 3 players within
each zone which is split in between
the opposition zones. Objectives is
attempt a passing angle to the
same team through an opposition
structure.

Weight of pass,
Direction of first control
weight of pass
passing technique
Communication to work together
Defence Deny angles to pass
Deny space
Attack Early pass, exploit spaces created
by defense

Warm up

Activity 1
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Activity 2
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Progression:
Time constraint
Number of touches
Remove the lines, but players
should maintain a suitable
structure.
3v2 in the middle zone, 2v2 in the
end zones and 1 wide player each
side. White team attempt to
maintain possession, blues attempt
to regain possession, when they
can, each team must identify the
appropriate opportunity to switch
the play.

Weight of pass,
Direction of first control
weight of pass
Identifying the space
Communication to work together
Maintaining a close control whilst
under pressure.
Release pressure quickly with an
early pass
Progression Move forward quickly
Rotate Positions
Consider appropriate angles and
Restrict touches
distances to support the phase of
How many time can they switch the play.
play?
2 GK
5v5
Organized within a set structure
2D-2M-1A

Game
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Print Form

Maintaining a solid team structure
and each positional's role and
responsibility.
Identifying the space available to
switch the play
Working of maintaining a structure Speed of switch
and interchanging within a
Weight of pass
structure without allowing spaces Communication
to be exploited.
Release pressure quickly with an
early pass
Direction of first pass

Email Form
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